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Abstract

This article reckons with the figure of Blackness in
the US military prison at Guant�anamo Bay, from
captives who are racialized as both Muslim and
Black to the invocations of racism and slavery in
discourses incited by the prison. Broad continuities
between the War on Terror and various forms of
anti-Black state violence have long been observed by
critical commentators, but this article aims to theo-
rize these relationships with greater precision
through the analytic of captivity. As a modality of
racialization, captivity entails mobility across con-
texts as well as encounters of captivation through
public narrative. This approach offers a distinctive
vantage point on how the War on Terror’s racializa-
tion of Muslims cross-cuts diverse geographies of
Blackness, including in Muslim-majority societies.
This essay follows the memoirs of Mohamedou Ould
Slahi (Mauritania) and Walid Muhammad al-Hajj
(Sudan) and is informed by the author’s experiences
as an attorney and activist working to close the pris-
on. [captivity, Blackness, Guant�anamo, Muslims,
Arabness]

Mohammed al-Gorani was fourteen when he first
arrived at Guant�anamo Bay, in shackles. It was
also the first time he was exposed to the n-word.
For in the eyes of his captors, al-Gorani was
racially distinct from the other Muslims: he was
born in Medina, Saudi Arabia, but his family
came from Chad (Figure 1). That difference could
also occasion familiarity: once al-Gorani became
conversant in English, some of the friendlier
guards nicknamed him “Chris Tucker” due to a
resemblance to the famous comedian and actor.
One of them was a former boxer from Louisiana
whom the captives called “Mike Tyson.” Al-
Gorani later recounted this exchange they had:

“Brother, look at my face!” he said. “How
long you’ve been here with Americans?”

“Four years.”

“I’ve been suffering 27 years, man! I know
what it is. They put my brother in jail for no
reason, instead of a white guy.” Most of the
people in jail in US are blacks, he told me.
“My grandfather and my great-grandfather
were in the situation you’re in now.” He meant

Figure 1. Mohammed al-Gorani, as photographed for

Vanity Fair. Photograph courtesy of Mathias Braschler.
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[Color figure can be viewed at wileyonlinelibrary.com]
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they were slaves, shackled like us. (el Gorani
and Tubiana 2011)

Al-Gorani’s narration of this encounter across
Blackness, between an African and an American,
begins with an interpellative demand for recogni-
tion as kin grounded in a genealogy of captivity.
For Tyson, al-Gorani’s incarceration at GTMO
occasions reflection on his own life,2 a point of
connection as well as comparison. It is a scene of
sympathy, even if not solidarity—they are, after
all, still captor and captive. But the conspiratorial
undertones of this exchange invoke a shared
Blackness against the forces of white supremacy to
which they both relate. Moreover, Tyson’s interest
in Islam is piqued when he notices older non-
Black captives readily following al-Gorani in
prayer in recognition of his superior knowledge of
the Quran, which he had memorized as a child.
Thus, their bond is rendered fraternal twice over
when Tyson communicates his intention to accept
Islam and leave the military.

This encounter is a reminder of the multitudes
and slippages that may be gathered under the sign
of Blackness, for the two are heirs to very different
histories of race-making. Al-Gorani’s grandparents
were among the West African Muslim pilgrim-
cum-migrants in the Arabian Peninsula whose
numbers swelled in the first half of the twentieth
century (Miran 2015). Like other migrants, West
Africans have for generations been excluded from
Saudi citizenship and its accompanying welfare
benefits. Hence al-Gorani had to seek schooling in
Pakistan, where he was captured by local authori-
ties and sold off to the Americans. And while al-
Gorani may not lay claim to Arabia’s history of
racialized slavery, that history nonetheless marked
him throughout childhood whenever he encoun-
tered the slur ʿab�ıd (slave) (Tubiana and
Franc 2019, 9). For African migrants are often
racialized as Black alongside the Arabian Penin-
sula’s comparably numerous creolized (muwallad)
descendants of enslaved Africans, even if the two
groups may not share a strongly developed racial
consciousness.3 Yet not all anti-Black interpella-
tions work in the same way: the n-word operates
in a settler colonial context that takes for granted
a historical equation between Blackness and slav-
ery, while the emergence of “slave” as the epithet
of choice in Arabic-speaking societies implicitly
recognizes the fragility of this equation and seeks
to violently reassert it.4

This essay focuses on the figure of the Black
captive through narrations of GTMO: not only

the relatively small proportion of captives held
there who would be considered Black under US
racial regimes,5 but also invocations of Blackness
and slavery in broader discourses around the
prison. In the wake of the War on Terror, there
has been much commentary on the construction of
the Muslim as a racialized threat, fixating on
populations attributed to the Middle East and
South Asia regardless of actual religious or com-
munal affiliation (Kazi 2018; Rana 2011). Yet the
broad drive to racialize Muslimness—often an
attempt to distort universalist projects that invoke
Islam as idiom (Li 2020)—conscripts, collides
with, and reconfigures other regimes and logics of
racialization. These include diverse geographies of
Blackness across Muslim-majority societies outside
of the Anglophone Atlantic, where the salience of
Blackness as a category of social organization can
neither be presumed nor dismissed—where it is, as
Katherine McKittrick described in a different con-
text, “an absented presence” (Hudson 2014, 235).
Ignoring this reality risks reductively positioning
Muslimness and Blackness as monolithic and
mutually exclusive, or even opposed, categories.

This essay proposes captivity as an analytical
method for untangling and relating distinct and
cross-cutting forms of racialization, and specifically
of Blackness, under the War on Terror. Captivity is
a relation of holding, one that entails both immobi-
lization and forced mobility together in the passage
from one context to another. And captivity breeds
its own forms of relation with those not captive,
among the most important being narrations that
hold audiences in captivation. Thus, this essay
employs the rubric of captive passages to highlight
this process of racialization-as-transformation
through both movement and storytelling.6

Tyson and al-Gorani’s encounter helpfully
brings to light so much of what has been occluded
in two decades of commentary occasioned by
GTMO. Critics have insisted that the War on Ter-
ror must be situated in a genealogy of colonialism
and white supremacy (Bonilla 2013; Kaplan 2005),
in which racialized chattel slavery plays a founda-
tional and constitutive role. Accordingly, scholars
have highlighted parallels between racialized vio-
lence in domestic US policing and prisons and in
extraterritorial detention sites such as GTMO and
elsewhere (Daulatzai 2007); explored the circuits of
expertise, personnel, and techniques connecting
them (Ralph 2020, 143–77); and drawn attention to
the base’s previous life as an internment camp for
Haitian asylum seekers in the 1990s (Kahn 2019).
All of this is welcome and necessary, especially
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against the broader public tendency to portray the
prison as exceptional (“un-American”) in ways that
perversely celebrated the white supremacist carceral
state on the mainland—a tendency left unchal-
lenged by the most widely cited conscriptions of
GTMO for the purposes of “theory.” In contrast,
this essay proposes thinking with captivity—instead
of the more common move of thinking from it,
using paradigmatic sites of confinement (The
Prison, The Camp) as tropes for theorizing power
more broadly.7

Captivity can provide a useful measure of preci-
sion and care situating the War on Terror’s anti-
Muslim animus in relation to both histories and
presents of anti-Black racism, from slavery to the
contemporary prison. Ever looser analogies
between the War on Terror and racialized chattel
slavery (Rowlandson 2010; Wright 2013) risk rein-
scribing US-centered understandings of race that
obscure crucial aspects of Washington’s global
hegemony while also conjuring the specter of slav-
ery as a prop that sidelines actually existing Black
struggles (Sexton and Lee 2006). Moreover, the
conversation above reminds us that the very
categories of Blackness and Islam are constituted in
very different ways across contexts—an insight key
to long-standing bodies of scholarship on slavery
in Muslim-majority societies in Africa (El-
Hamel 2013; Hall 2011; Ware 2014); on Black
Muslims in the West (Abdul Khabeer 2016;
Rouse 2004); on racialization and Blackness in
North Africa, Southwest Asia, and further
afield (Baghoolizadeh 2018; Curtis 2014; Troutt
Powell 2012); and on internationalism and Third
Worldism (Azeb 2019; Lubin 2014). The debates
around GTMO thus are symptomatic of a broader
challenge posed by traditions of theory that grapple
with the centrality of Atlantic chattel slavery to the
constitution of capitalist modernity: how can Black
thought travel—and in doing so reconfigure the
place of the universal—without being tokenized as a
generic stand-in for all forms of racialized violence?
Just as the conditions of production for (white)
Theory and Black thought are not equal, so too are
the stakes of their (mis/ab)use. As one possible
response to this challenge, this essay begins from
the proposition that slavery is a form of captivity
but not all captives are necessarily enslaved: this
elementary principle guides the attempt here to
connect diverse forms of racialization.

The turn to memoir and other public dis-
course here represents an ethnographic response to
the particularity of my own various engagements
in research and activism over the past two

decades. I have interviewed, corresponded with,
and otherwise interacted with a half-dozen survi-
vors of GTMO and an even greater number of
victims of other US extraterritorial detention prac-
tices. Many of these conversations arose during
two years as part of a team representing a man
held at the base in habeas corpus proceedings
(Li 2020, 19–21). I am currently an expert consul-
tant for another captive facing capital charges
before the military commissions there. This legal
work is governed by multiple regimes of secrecy.
As a result, those cases and the materials in them
are not discussed in this essay. Instead of under-
taking to represent my own experiences concerning
GTMO, I hope to process them through exploring
cultural production by and around former
captives.

But beyond questions of constraint are moti-
vations shaped by racial disaffection arising from
liberal advocacy spaces and their background con-
dition of compulsory whiteness. I have on more
occasions than I can count sat in conversations
where participants decried GTMO as an aberrant
aspect of US carceral practice and extolled the
alternative of prosecution in regular courts on the
mainland as the “gold standard” for justice,
thereby erasing the deeply racialized violence of
the domestic legal system.8 And yet, my attempts
to speak about the War on Terror’s underpinnings
in white supremacy generally went unheard or,
better yet, unattended to. As a middle-class person
of East Asian origin, I enjoy neither the presump-
tive authority of whiteness (despite benefiting from
proximity to it in other ways) nor the fraught and
highly conditional deference afforded to categories
officially recognized as aggrieved under the logic
of liberalism (here, those racialized as Muslim)
(Lee 2021). Being “in the room” but not necessar-
ily “at the table” thus afforded a peculiar vantage
point on racialization in the War on Terror that
this essay attempts to share.

THE MUSE (OR RUSE) OF GTMO

Some twenty years after it opened as a spectacle
intended to intimidate foes abroad and placate a
vengeful citizenry at home, Guant�anamo arguably
remains the most infamous site of captivity in the
world. Indeed, GTMO is now older than some of
the thirty-nine remaining captives were when they
first arrived, older than some of the guards serving
there today. The prison has stubbornly defied
attempts at both closure and expansion, from Bar-
ack Obama’s much-heralded 2009 executive order
to shutter it “as soon as practicable, and no later
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than 1 year from [this] date” to Donald Trump’s
campaign promise to “load it up with some bad
dudes” (Weigel 2016).9 GTMO endures, zombie-
like, going through motions without movement,
going nowhere fast; not going away, but hardly a
going concern to the outside world.

GTMO has also cast a long shadow over theo-
rizations of state power. Perhaps most prominent
has been Giorgio Agamben’s notion of the camp as
the spatialization of sovereign exception, which was
particularly fashionable in the first decade of the
War on Terror (Agamben 1998; Agamben 2005).
Meanwhile, debates over the availability of the
writ of habeas corpus (Latin, “you shall have the
body”) for GTMO captives also inspired Alexan-
der Weheliye’s influential coinage habeas viscus
(“you shall have the flesh”), which retheorizes
notions of biopolitics by elaborating a distinction
between the categories of body and flesh (Miller
and Driscoll 2015; Weheliye 2014). This formula-
tion has been fruitful in treating processes of racia-
lization as central to biopolitics—contra Foucault
and Agamben—while also expanding the theoriza-
tion of emancipatory and fugitive possibilities.

If GTMO was an inspiration for Habeas Vis-
cus, we can circle back to thinking about this
prison by discerning within it the outlines of a the-
ory of captivity. The first step would be to interro-
gate that which remains common to the
formulations habeas corpus and habeas viscus:
What is the nature of this “having,” of the verb
habere? Here, the argument subtly shifts from cap-
tivity to enslavement as modalities of racialization.
Weheliye observes that despite its occasional utility
to the oppressed, habeas corpus nonetheless entails
“accepting the codification of personhood as prop-
erty, which is, in turn, based on the comparative
distinction between groups” (2014, 77). To illus-
trate this point, he turns to the notorious 1857 US
Supreme Court case Dred Scott v. Sandford, not-
ing that its well-known exclusion of Black people
from citizenship also relied on a contrast with
Native Americans as conditionally assimilable. For
Weheliye, Dred Scott is an example of the “racial-
izing juridical assemblage that differentially pro-
duces both black and native subjects as
aberrations from Man and thus not-quite-human”
(2014, 79).

Yet notwithstanding Weheliye’s gloss of the
Supreme Court as having “invalidated Dred
Scott’s habeas corpus” (2014, 78), it is worth not-
ing that as a matter of law, habeas corpus was not
at issue in the case at all.10 By the mid-nineteenth
century, most states, especially those in the South,

had already barred the use of habeas to challenge
individual cases of “unlawful” enslavement
(Kull 2004, 1279). As one Southern jurist put it,
“The reason for denying slaves the benefit of
habeas corpus, is manifest. They are property as
well as persons, and if they could be discharged
from bondage by a judge . . . the owner might be
deprived of property without . . . trial by jury”
(quoted in Westley 2016, 63). The more common
approach—and the one Dred Scott and his wife
Harriet used—was to file a lawsuit for trespass vi
et armis (“by force of arms”), a tort whose con-
temporary analogues would be battery and false
imprisonment (Kennington 2017, 27–28).11 The
distinction between juridical forms here is reveal-
ing: as anyone who has been made to feel they are
always in the wrong place knows well, it is tres-
pass even more than habeas that highlights the
fraught entanglement between personhood and
property that Weheliye ascribes to law more gener-
ally. Trespass vi et armis suits conceptualize per-
sonhood as property; the dispute in cases of
enslavement was merely over whether claimants
could also claim legal “ownership” over themselves
and by extension their labor (the form of domina-
tion reserved mostly for white proletarians). Com-
pared to habeas, trespass was a far more amenable
juridical framework in which to inscribe the priva-
tized power of the slave relation.

Weheliye’s warning against liberal legality as a
means of achieving freedom remains well placed,
but his resort to habeas corpus as a lens to read
Dred Scott inadvertently highlights the usefulness
of conceptually disentangling personhood from
property and, by extension, captivity from slavery
as distinct modalities of racialization. As Walter
Rodney observed, “Strictly speaking, the African
only became a slave when he reached a society
where he worked as a slave. Before that, he was
first a free man and then a captive” (2011, 95).
Rodney’s insight that captivity is logically anteced-
ent to enslavement is helpful for revisiting Hor-
tense Spillers’s distinction between body and flesh,
to which Weheliye is openly indebted. Spillers—
who repeatedly speaks of the “captive body” and
“captivity” as synonyms for enslaved persons and
slavery—called flesh a “zero degree of social con-
ceptualization,” or a “primary narrative” necessar-
ily antecedent to the category of body (1987, 67).
In the same spirit as the move backward from
body to flesh, we can reach past the ambiguous
“having” of habeas to captivity as a zero degree of
social conceptualization. Thinking about captivity
(from capere, “to seize”) allows us to mark the
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zone of temporal and conceptual transition that
often—but not always—led to slavery. As from
corpus back to viscus, so too from habere back to
capere.

Captivity can be thought of as a relation of
holding and is, as of that moment, nothing more.
There is no legitimacy or permanency attached, no
reconfiguration of subjectivity as of yet in the
potentiality of the “zero degree.” Oftentimes the
choice to call someone a “captive” rather than a
“detainee,” “prisoner,” or “slave” draws attention
to the mere facticity of constraint but also its
unnaturalness, and serves to deny any further nor-
malization to that status. This is why a useful the-
ory of captivity should resist becoming like
discipline or sovereignty, a generalized model for
power in society; captivity is not uncommon, but
it is also not ubiquitous—or if it is, then there are
other problems at work. Similarly, captivity’s
“commitment to contact” is a helpful counterpoint
to the more general focus on precarity and aban-
donment in theorizations of power (O’Neill and
Dua 2017, 7). Far from eschewing slavery or
racialization, attending to captivity can help refine
our tools for theorizing the relationships between
these subjects and many others. The passage from
GTMO to Dred Scott and back spans an enor-
mous racial geography, including different contexts
of Blackness.

Captivity implies mobility: someone is taken,
often across great geographical and cultural dis-
tances, transported in the grip of another. There
are echoes of this spatial sensibility in the proce-
dural terminology of habeas corpus litigation: the
captor’s response to a petition, which furnishes the
reasons for detention, is called a return. The reply
from the captive’s side is a traverse.12 Highlighting
the mobility in captivity—“the logic of the passages
themselves” (Rodriguez 2006, 224; italics in origi-
nal)—requires us to follow captives from the point
of taking through their peregrinations of unfree-
dom, which may be difficult to distinguish from
other forms of migration or movement. While lib-
eral notions of freedom imply movement that is
also strictly ordered (Kotef 2015), we can say the
converse about captivity: it is a form of enforced
stillness that is almost always set into motion by
others. Movement here is a practice of both
space-making and racialization (McKittrick 2006;
Gilmore 2002). Here, the history of Atlantic slavery
as paradigmatic form of captivity is illuminating—
the holding of captivity becomes spatialized as “the
hold” in the belly of the slave ship (Sharpe 2016,
73–75). GTMO is too often regarded in spectacular

isolation, as a terminus or for Agamben simply as
fulfillment of ontological potentiality, rather than
as a node in a broader global network of carceral
circulation (Li 2018). Captives there arrived after
spending time in other sites run by the Pentagon or
the CIA, or held by client states, bounty hunters,
and other actors; too many of those who have left
have only moved on to new situations of unfree-
dom, be it prisons, house arrest, or even deporta-
tion and further pursuit.

Moreover, captivity cannot be understood
apart from its contexts of narration, through the
spectacle of captivation and the question of free-
dom. Narration produced inside of captivity posits
freedom as interiority; narration from the outside,
the afterward (or afterword) of captivity, presup-
poses freedom but also queries its own tenuous
conditions. As Joy James notes, such narrations are
themselves “border crossings” since “enslavement is
manufactured in the ‘free’ world; ‘freedom’ is imag-
ined and created in the slave world. Where the two
worlds meet . . . there is a border crossing, an inter-
mingling of subordinate and dominant narratives”
(2005, xxxii). Such crossings also necessarily entail
a “relation of appropriation and translation” struc-
turally dominated by interlocutors outside condi-
tions of captivity (Rodriguez 2006, 37). In this
regard, letter-writing from captivity has historically
been key as a “collective world-making praxis”
(Burton 2021), imbued with powerful intimacies
(Luk 2018). Because GTMO captives are permitted
to write letters only to attorneys and family mem-
bers (and even then under strict controls), this essay
attends to a more public form of narration and
captivation in the form of the memoir. It is here
that we must attend to the cultural production
undertaken by and in the name of GTMO captives:
nearly all of what has emerged in the West, be it
memoir, poetry, or art, has been produced under
the gaze of white liberal audiences and often by
white ghostwriters, editors, and artists.13 With such
conditions in mind, I will use two captivity mem-
oirs to trace an arc for thinking about Blackness
and GTMO within the Atlantic world and then
moving away from it. One is arguably the best-
known memoir in the West, the other one of the
least.

SLAVERY WITHOUT RACE?

Mohamedou Ould Slahi is arguably the most
famous survivor of GTMO. He was held captive
from 2002 to 2016 and subjected to a prolonged
torture program that was individually tailored for
him and personally approved by the US secretary
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of defense. The measures were so extreme that one
of the military lawyers assigned to prosecute him
resigned in protest. Ould Slahi was never charged
with a crime; indeed, he even won his habeas cor-
pus hearing in 2010, only for the decision to be
overturned on appeal by the Obama administra-
tion. During his time in captivity, Ould Slahi
learned English and wrote a memoir of his experi-
ences by hand. After seven years of litigation, that
manuscript was declassified in 2012—with thou-
sands of black redaction marks, ranging from sin-
gle words to whole pages—and released to the
media. Larry Siems, a white American human
rights activist and editor, then condensed and rear-
ranged the text and published it in 2015 under the
title Guant�anamo Diary. Heavily promoted by the
American Civil Liberties Union (ACLU), the book
became an international best seller and was trans-
lated into several languages. The following year
Ould Slahi was finally repatriated to his homeland,
Mauritania. A lengthy 2019 profile of Ould Slahi
in the New Yorker, which focused on his friend-
ship with one of his guards from GTMO, won a
Pulitzer Prize. His story was the basis of the 2021
Hollywood film The Mauritanian, starring Jodie
Foster, Benedict Cumberbatch, and Tahar Rahim;
the same year, Ould Slahi and Siems coauthored a
young adult novel loosely based on his family’s
history as desert nomads. Ould Slahi has remained
an eager interlocutor; he readily makes himself
available to journalists and researchers and has
contributed essays to academic journals and edited
volumes.

After years of strenuous and exhausting public
debate on the use of torture in the War on Terror,
Guant�anamo Diary arrived at a moment of
renewed attention among some white publics to
the emergent Movement for Black Lives after the
2014 uprising in Ferguson, Missouri. In this con-
text, the reception of Ould Slahi’s story has in
some respects been reminiscent of nineteenth-
century American abolitionist discourses. Ould
Slahi himself invokes slavery at several points in
his narrative. “I often compared myself with a
slave. Slaves were taken forcibly from Africa, and
so was I. Slaves were sold a couple of times on
their way to their final destination, and so was I.
Slaves suddenly were assigned to somebody they
didn’t choose, and so was I” (Ould Slahi 2015,
314). The New Yorker elaborated on this compari-
son at length in a piece by a white editor of Har-
riet Jacobs’s family papers (Korb 2015), and the
theme has been prominent in the cottage industry
of English literature scholars analyzing the memoir

(Coundouriotis 2020; Goyal 2017; Swanson and
Moore 2021). Here, it is useful to revisit these
invocations through an analytical lens of captivity
that highlights shifting contexts of racialization
and narration.

The specter of slavery in discussions of
Guant�anamo Diary has lurked alongside a certain
disavowal of race and specifically of Blackness—or
rather, one could say that it identifies racism only
to situate it in an antebellum past, thereby season-
ing American exceptionalism with a dose of self-
critique. Indeed, it is the continuities between con-
temporary forms of racialized state violence in
GTMO and on the US mainland that are far eas-
ier to grasp than an imaginary path back to the
slave plantation. Most prominent in Ould Slahi’s
case was his experience at the hands of a particu-
larly vicious interrogator, Richard Zuley, who was
also a Chicago police officer notorious for tortur-
ing Black men. Several years after leaving GTMO,
Ould Slahi was interviewed by the anthropologist
Laurence Ralph for his book on police torture in
Chicago. Ralph was interested in Zuley’s story as
a way to explore the connections between state
violence in the domestic US and in places like
GTMO, thereby building out a richer transna-
tional analysis of white supremacy. But there is a
striking moment of disjuncture in the text, when
Ralph, in an open letter addressed to Ould Slahi,
recounts, “You cautioned me against highlighting
your religion and the race of people in Chicago as
a way to contextualize torture” (2020, 164).
According to Ralph, Ould Slahi opined that “such
practices are human nature more than anything
else. I wouldn’t emphasize race or religious back-
ground. I think we humans can’t handle having
power as well as one might think” (164).

Locating Ould Slahi within his Mauritanian
context may shed some more light on his reticence
about racism. Mauritania is perhaps best known
internationally as the last country to formally
abolish slavery, in 1981, yet the practice endures
there (and in neighboring Mali) as part of a con-
tinuum of relationships of servitude and cliente-
lism that stand outside the model of free labor
that has become hegemonic in capitalist societies.
Slavery and its afterlives have been deeply racial-
ized in Mauritania, albeit in ways very different
from what emerged in the Western Hemisphere
(Brhane 1997; Esseissah 2019; McDougall 2015;
Wiley 2018). Phenotypical assumptions about
what constitutes Blackness in North America do
not readily apply. While Blackness was already
stigmatized as a precondition of enslaveability
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throughout the western Sahara on the eve of for-
mal colonial rule in the nineteenth century
(Hall 2011),14 the salience of Blackness as a cate-
gory for social self-identification or even of institu-
tionalized repression remains uneven at best in the
face of other structuring antagonisms around line-
age, language, and religion.

Nonetheless, it is fair to say that Ould Slahi
does not identify as a descendant of slaves, nor is
he in the Mauritanian context racially stigmatized
with the mark of Blackness—he is, in local terms,
white (b�ıḍ�an�ı). He hails from the Idab Lahcen, one
of the prominent zaw�ay�a tribes known for its
Islamic learning. Ould Slahi was born in 1970 dur-
ing an extended period of drought that impover-
ished and forcibly urbanized nomadic populations
like his family. It also crippled many masters’ abil-
ity to provide for and retain slaves, thus easing the
way to formal abolition. As Ould Slahi told me
during a Skype conversation in 2018,

When I was young I was against slavery. A
slave is someone owned by someone else. You
don’t have rights and you are completely sub-
jugated to the will and whims of the master.
But slavery is better than being kidnapped by
the USA. Because a slave could marry, a slave
could have a life, a slave could escape, a slave
could have fun or could have the day off.

Here, Ould Slahi was referring not to the racial-
ized chattel slavery that built the Western Hemi-
sphere, but rather to ideological representations of
slavery as practiced in his lifetime in Mauritania.
Whatever its merits as a form of generalization, it is
a reminder that Western attempts to analogize Ould
Slahi’s experiences to those of slavery only make
sense through effacing the Mauritanian context. The
silences on racial categories here are not insignificant
and indeed extend beyond Ould Slahi’s analysis of
Mauritania. When discussing slavery and GTMO,
he references the US capturing “Africans” from
both sides of the Sahara, rather than Black people in
particular (Ould Slahi 2015; Ould Slahi 2020). Here,
“Africa stands in for race but yet, paradoxically,
race does not exist in Africa” (Pierre 2012, xii–xiii).

Yet while Ould Slahi’s understanding of slav-
ery comes out of Mauritanian conversations, those
conversations are themselves inflected by discourses
about slavery and abolition emanating from the
United States, albeit refracted in unexpected ways.
After the publication of Guant�anamo Diary, the
Mauritanian historian and Islamist activist
Sid’Amar Ould Cheikhna—himself a former

political prisoner—wrote a newspaper article com-
paring Ould Slahi to Kunta Kinte, the fictionalized
eighteenth-century protagonist of Alex Haley’s
novel Roots. In a not-so-subtle critique of the pre-
vious regime’s cooperation with the US security
apparatus, Ould Cheikhna (2015) highlighted the
role of local collaborators who “stabbed Mohame-
dou Ould Slahi in the back, just as their forefa-
thers did to Kunta Kinte and to thousands of
tormented Africans, a tradition firmly rooted in
the coasts of Africa for centuries.”15 Ould Cheikh-
na’s narration of Kunta Kinte’s life before his kid-
napping by “white pirates” (al-qar�aṣina al-b�ıḍ)
stages racial antagonism as a purely external
dynamic. He describes Kunta Kinte as the son of
an Arab man and a Mandinka woman. Both of
these identities are glossed in terms of tribe
(qab�ıla). However, Kunta Kinte’s father is further
described not using the local idiom of white/
b�ıḍ�an�ı, but instead anachronistically as “Maurita-
nian.” His mother has no nationality attributed to
her at all. Neither is described in racial terms.
Ould Cheikhna thus casts Kunta Kinte as an icon
of nationalist, multiethnic, raceless-but-non-white,
anti-colonial solidarity that leaves contemporary
racial and gender hierarchies in Mauritanian soci-
ety undisturbed.

Decontextualized readings of Ould Slahi’s
story through the lens of Atlantic slavery serve to
obscure crucial aspects of his captivity. Among the
first things dropped from most engagements with
Guant�anamo Diary are the many layers of contem-
porary US imperialism that do not translate easily
into morality plays about torture, which depend on
having white protagonists (Li 2015). Notwithstand-
ing the book’s title, nearly a third of the account
covers the eight months Ould Slahi was captive in
prisons other than GTMO, in Mauritania, Jordan,
and Afghanistan. Even before 9/11, Ould Slahi was
already caught up in various forms of transna-
tional policing and detention: in early 2000 he was
arrested while transiting through Dakar and inter-
rogated by US agents there before being sent home
to Mauritania for several additional weeks of ques-
tioning. Yet these proxy jailers—as well as Ger-
many and Canada, where Ould Slahi lived under
surveillance for years—are largely erased in discus-
sions of Guant�anamo Diary, to the extent that Ould
Slahi even remarked on this omission in the Holly-
wood film (Farooq 2021).

Ould Slahi’s compulsive narration—with all of
the limitations and occlusions of the white liberal
gaze to which it is oriented (see Figure 2)—is also
a survival strategy. When he returned home, the
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Mauritanian state denied Ould Slahi a passport or
identity papers that would allow him to work in
his native land, thanks to a secret agreement with
the United States. Seeking to avoid the fate of so
many other GTMO survivors who have suffered
penury, further imprisonment, or worse, Ould
Slahi is an active social media user who has used
his contacts in the West to stay in the public eye.
He is at this point arguably the most prominent
Mauritanian in the world, buying himself some
leverage with the government. This compulsion to
narrate is itself a condition of captivity and grew
out of his interrogation: the manuscript that made
him so famous was written on pen and paper pro-
vided to Ould Slahi after he was tortured into pro-
viding false statements implicating fellow captives
and thereby deemed “cooperative.” His memoir
can be read as an act of penance for harms he was
forced to inflict as much as a denunciation of
those who harmed him.

A HEART OF LIGHTNESS

If thinking of captivity in terms of passages—both
mobility and narration—helps us to read Moha-
medou Ould Slahi’s story against the grain of its
liberal appropriation, then doing so illuminates
shifting forms of racialization in narratives that
circulate in very different publics. We can see this
in The Slaughter in the Fort and the Depths of
Guant�anamo, the first memoir published by a
GTMO survivor in what was probably the most
commonly spoken language among those held at
the camp, namely Arabic.16 Its author, Walid
Muhammad al-Hajj, was imprisoned without
charge from 2002 to 2008 before being repatriated
to Sudan (Figure 3).

That al-Hajj’s book speaks to a very different
kind of audience than memoirs published in the

West is apparent even in the title, which holds
GTMO equally noteworthy as “the slaughter in
the fort,” an episode that takes up the first—and
arguably more vivid—half of the text. In Novem-
ber 2001, the US-aligned warlord Abdul Rashid
Dostum moved some 400 prisoners of diverse
nationalities to his headquarters in Qala‘-i-Jangi, a
nineteenth-century fortress in northern Afghani-
stan. The captives rose up and overpowered their
guards; a CIA officer was killed in the melee, the
first US casualty of the invasion. Enduring aerial
bombardment, starvation, thirst, and fatigue for
nearly a week, they surrendered after Dostum’s
men flooded the catacombs beneath the fort. Only
eighty-six survived. Some of the men were later
locked in shipping containers and left to die in the
desert. Others, like al-Hajj, were eventually sent to
GTMO.

Al-Hajj’s text is sprinkled with references to
the second person: “Oh reader, can you imagine,”
begins many a description of horrific treatment he
endured. The audience is conjured as Muslim,

Figure 2. Mohamedou Ould Slahi. Photograph by the

ACLU.17 [Color figure can be viewed at

wileyonlinelibrary.com]

Figure 3. Walid al-Hajj at a press conference in Khar-

toum after his return to Sudan. Photograph courtesy of

the Associated Press. [Color figure can be viewed at

wileyonlinelibrary.com]
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pious, and in solidarity with other Muslims around
the world—it is also not a negligible one, as his
nearly 60,000 Twitter followers (twice those of
Ould Slahi) suggest. The book makes no claim to
innocence in the terms of liberal legality. Indeed,
al-Hajj is a thoroughly illiberal subject: he portrays
the United States as a country controlled by Jews
and whose moral decay is symbolized by its appar-
ent tolerance of homosexuality (Ḥ�ajj 2009, 128–29).
Al-Hajj’s forms of resistance do not conform to the
trope of the victim who endures suffering with the
quiet grace that asserts a shared humanity with
their tormentors; rather, he writes gleefully of how
he and other captives would fling their urines and
feces (the latter they called “nuclear weapons”) at
guards (Ḥ�ajj 2009, 146–47), employing projectiles
literally abjected from processes of the flesh.

Like Ould Slahi, al-Hajj hailed from a country
that was often simplistically regarded from the
outside as being divided between an “Arab” north
oppressing an “African” south. Unlike Ould Slahi,
however, al-Hajj is racialized as Black while
abroad—but the meaning of that Blackness and
its relationship to Arabness shift considerably
across contexts of captivity. Al-Hajj refers to him-
self as an Arab and to his skin as asmar, which
means brown but is also a euphemism for black
(aswad). He hails from Artigasha Island in the
Nile River and belongs to the Danagla, a Nubian
community historically settled in northern Sudan.
The Ottoman-Egyptian conquest in the nineteenth
century fragmented and marketized agricultural
holdings and spurred the rise of new labor-
intensive irrigation techniques. These changes drove
many Danagla to migrate as merchants and slave
traders, selling captives taken from other parts of
Sudan to work on Danaglan lands (Serels 2013, 16–
22; Sikainga 1996, 13–18). Well represented in
Sudan’s commercial networks and state institutions
since then, Danagla have historically been both
agents and objects of projects of cultural Arabiza-
tion (Sharkey 2007).

Al-Hajj’s genealogy and biography are consis-
tent with long-standing patterns of Danagla labor
migration, which is also a rite of manhood of sorts
(Khogali 1991). As a child, he “got used to the
sounds of buses and lorries going to and from
Khartoum with dates or Egyptian beans, and the
sounds of the souq and the shouts of selling and
animals and carts” (Ḥ�ajj 2009, 7). For most of
al-Hajj’s childhood, his father was also working
abroad, in Egypt, Lebanon, and Kuwait. Soon
after al-Hajj’s father resettled in Sudan, the son
migrated as well. He spent several years doing odd

jobs in Saudi Arabia before joining Islamic prose-
lytizing efforts (da‘wa) in Pakistan and then
Afghanistan in late 1999 during the first period of
Taliban rule. There, he decided to travel for jihad
after being moved by stories of rape and sexual
assault of Muslim women in Chechnya. In search
of basic military training, al-Hajj joined the Tali-
ban front lines in Khwaja Ghar in the far north,
site of some of the most intense fighting with
opposition factions.

By October 2001 those factions had gained the
upper hand, with the assistance of US airstrikes
and commandos paving the way for a full-fledged
foreign occupation of Afghanistan. After several
weeks of relentless bombing, al-Hajj was part of a
group of fighters, including Afghans and Muslims
of many other nationalities, trapped in the city of
Mazar-i Sharif and surrounded by Dostum’s
forces. The local Taliban commander negotiated
safe passage out on the condition of giving up
their weapons. The terms of the agreement, how-
ever, covered only Afghans, Pakistanis, and
Uzbeks—Dostum insisted on excluding Arabs,
mindful that Washington was putting out bounties
on them as suspected al-Qa‘ida operatives
(Ḥ�ajj 2009, 28–29). The concession seemed harm-
less enough: the plan was simply for the Arabs to
blend in by wearing Afghan garb and keeping
their mouths shut.

Unfortunately, things quickly fell apart, for
not all Arabs could pass as Afghan with the same
ease. Al-Hajj, as the only dark-skinned (asmar)
person in the group, was concerned that his racial-
ized conspicuousness would expose not only him-
self but all of the other Arabs. He did his best to
shroud his face in Afghan garb, to redact his
appearance. But upon inspection by Dostum’s
troops, his fears came true when they “tore off my
veil [lith�am] and in shock at my dark skin, started
shouting ‘An Arab! An Arab!’” (Ḥ�ajj 2009, 38).
The act of exposure is also an act of gendered
ordering: in prevailing dress codes that sought to
absent women’s faces from public spaces, al-Hajj’s
attempt to cover his visage stands out as anoma-
lous and attracts scrutiny. As blows rained down
on him, desperate attempts to convince his captors
that he was Baluchi fell on deaf ears.18 Following
Weheliye’s reading of Spillers, we can mark this
moment of recognition and capture as an etching
of the “hieroglyphics of the flesh”—where the phe-
notypical signification of flesh as Black subjectiv-
izes al-Hajj as possessing a body marked as Arab
(2014, 39–40). In a twist on the famous “Look! A
Negro!” passage in Fanon’s Black Skin, White
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Masks (2008, 89–92), epidermalization here takes
place not in the grid of defining Blackness in a
relationship of inferiority to whiteness, but rather
of Blackness as indexing Arabness in Afghan eyes
—a more ambivalent form of alterity.19

On the very next page of al-Hajj’s memoir, the
valence of Blackness shifts dramatically. The cap-
tives are taken to Qala‘-i-Jangi, and whiteness
descends. A CNN camera crew swarms with fasci-
nation toward the “American Taliban,” John
Walker Lindh, while a towering CIA officer with a
machine gun slung over his shoulder begins
cataloging the men collected in the courtyard of
the fort. On his knees in shackles, al-Hajj faces a
barrage of questions in English: What’s your
name? Where are you from? Unsure about how to
reply and not wanting to give away his Arabness,
al-Hajj suddenly remembers that he is fluent
(aj�ada) in Nubian, “the language of my Danagla
ancestors.” What’s your age? He responds with a
torrent of the vilest Nubian curses he can conjure,
prompting chuckles from the other captives, who
understand all too well that al-Hajj is toying with
the befuddled CIA man. Are you Nigerian? From
Mali? Sudanese? More profanities. Exasperated,
the American scrawls “African” in his notebook
and moves on (Ḥ�ajj 2009, 39).

However much al-Hajj may have relished this
small triumph—far from the only moment of lev-
ity in his memoir—it also hinged on the persistent
ambiguity that Sudanese face in global and
regional regimes of racialization. For while al-Hajj
and many Danagla may assert their Arabness to
the exclusion of being “African” and “Black”
while inside Sudan, outside of the country it is
their Arabness that is often rendered suspect or
precarious due to an association with those very
categories. This shaped the subtext of a 2010 inter-
view al-Hajj gave to prominent Egyptian journalist
Ahmed Mansour on Al Jazeera television. As al-
Hajj lightheartedly narrates the story of taunting
the CIA man, Mansour’s eyes widen in captiva-
tion. He invites al-Hajj to “talk to us a little in
Nubian.” Al-Hajj demurs with a smile—“nah, let’s
just drop it” (l�a l�a, khal�ıh�a shwayya).20 He avers
that he was only stringing Nubian words together
rather than speaking “as a language” and insists
“I only speak Arabic,” notwithstanding having
just remarked that he was fluent in Nubian.

Yet Mansour persists in the demand for per-
formance, imploring al-Hajj for just “a couple of
sentences for us to see this language, to the extent
possible. Never mind the insults you were saying,
just a couple sentences of what you said to them,

for example, when they asked for your name.”
After this third request, al-Hajj relents—and here,
I am translating from Al Jazeera’s transcript of the
interview, including the bracketed text: “Maybe I
would say something like [words in Nubian] or he
would reply [words in Nubian] meaning, ‘how are
you,’ ‘you’re good?’ I was using the language flu-
ently and the guys were laughing so hard by God!
If they were going to be shot by the Americans, at
least these guys were alive and smiling.”

Whether al-Hajj’s initial reticence stemmed
from insecurity over his facility in Nubian, his mod-
esty in not wanting to curse on television, or some-
thing else, I cannot say. But in facing a demand
from an Egyptian journalist to perform his African-
ness, al-Hajj could not have been unaware of the
discrimination and marginalization experienced by
people racialized as Black in Egypt, be they Nubian,
Sudanese, or both. In Egypt, blackface perfor-
mances have long been an important practice for
crafting a sense of national identity as racially dis-
tinct from Africa (Troutt Powell 2003, 168–216),
and much of Egyptian Nubia was quite literally
flooded off the map by the Aswan High Dam
(Abubakr 2021; Moll 2021). Al-Hajj’s response was
twofold: first, to enact a kind of redaction as care
(Sharpe 2016, 118–23) in self-consciously not repro-
ducing his original Nubian speech, which preempts
the subsequent Arabic transcript’s coding of
unintelligibility with the parenthetical “[words in
Nubian].” Second, al-Hajj insists on returning to
the context of his original audience (“the guys”
shackled around him in the courtyard of the fort),
wherein the humorousness of his performance of
Africanness was made possible by a shared experi-
ence of captivity as Arabs. There, speaking Nubian
was a surplus facility arising from a complex history
of multiple identities and a source of pleasant sur-
prise, rather than a sign of incomplete Arabness as
it risks becoming when performed on Al Jazeera. In
the vicissitudes of capture and captivation—or of
racialization in Afghan, American, and Arab eyes—
al-Hajj’s passage of Blackness is one from being all
too Arab to being not quite Arab enough.
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NOTES

1. “A Guant�anamo Portfolio,” Vanity Fair,
January 11, 2012, accessed October 26, 2021.
https://www.vanityfair.com/news/photos/2012/01/
guantanamo-portrait-slideshow-201201. In this arti-
cle, I have elected not to use any mug shots or other
images generated by apparatuses of captivity.

2. In this essay, I follow popular usage in
referring to the prison using the military designa-
tion (pronounced “Gitmo”) for the US naval base
in Cuba of which it is only one part. This also
serves to distinguish it from Guant�anamo, the
adjacent Cuban city.

3. Throughout the Arabian Peninsula, enslaved
muwallads manumitted around the time of
national independence frequently took the clan
names of masters and remained in relations of cli-
entship or dependency (Hopper 2015, 208–21). In
contrast to African migrants who maintain an eth-
nic distinctiveness (especially by taking ethnonyms
such as al-Gorani, al-Hawsawi, al-Bernawi, etc. as
surnames), such muwallads often enjoy citizenship
and instead seek to avoid the stigma of slavery by
squarely placing themselves within Arabian tribal
genealogies (Samin 2015, 147–58). This is possible
because Islamic patrilineage structures enable one
to claim free descent even while having some
ancestors racialized as Black, unlike with the
“one-drop rule” prevalent in some slaveholding
societies in the New World. Such genealogical
claims are of course often regarded as suspect and

do not prevent racial discrimination, especially in
matters of marriage.

4. When deployed by non-Black Arabs in
Anglophone settler societies, however, the term
may serve as a functional translation for the n-
word.

5. There is no publicly available racial census
of the 775 captives known to have been held at
GTMO. This reflects the US government’s treat-
ment of race solely as a formal category of domes-
tic governance, one erased in logics of
“international terrorism” (Husain 2020). My best
estimate is that the number who would be racial-
ized as Black is in the low dozens. There have
been twenty-four captives holding the citizenship
of sub-Saharan countries as well as several from
Arab countries whose names, photographs, or
both strongly suggest belonging to the large Afro-
descended populations therein. There is some
anecdotal evidence to suggest that logics of Black-
ness animated at least some detention decisions:
for some time, al-Gorani, the Sudanese jour-
nalist Sami al-Hajj, and the Ugandan Jamal
Kiyemba were all housed next to each other
and subjected to anti-Black slurs (al-Ḥ�ajj 2017,
172).

6. This formulation echoes and is indebted to
Dylan Rodriguez’s indispensable Forced Passages:
Imprisoned Radical Intellectuals and the U.S.
Prison Regime (2006).

7. Anthropology, too, owes unrecognized debts
to captivity as concept, structure, and experience—
from Radcliffe-Brown’s ethnography in the shadow
of the Andaman Islands penal colony to Malinows-
ki’s Trobriand fieldwork under conditions of having
his movements restricted by Australian authorities
as an “enemy national.” Captivity is crucial but left
behind, perhaps even with a hint of force, as the
unnamed—and somewhat anthropologist-like—
protagonist in Kafka’s short story “In the Penal Col-
ony” uses a heavy rope to ward off the natives who
attempt to board his boat as he leaves the island
(Kafka 2000, 228–29).

8. This is not to deny the pragmatic argu-
ments for seeking the federal criminal justice sys-
tem as an alternative to captivity at GTMO. What
is at stake here, however, is the erasure of that sys-
tem’s own unprecedented scale and monstrous
character.

9. Executive Order 13492 – Review and Dispo-
sition of Individuals Detained at the Guant�anamo
Bay Naval Base and Closure of Detention Facili-
ties, 74 F.R. 4897 (Jan. 27, 2009) § 3.
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10. Habeas is only mentioned in passing in the
judgment. See Dred Scott v. Sandford, 60 U.S.
393 (1856), 485–56, 497.

11. See id., at 396.
12. The language of return and traverse is

rooted in centuries-old common law usage but also
preserved in contemporary federal legislation. See 28
U.S.C. § 2248 (“The allegations of a return to the
writ of habeas corpus . . . if not traversed, shall be
accepted as true except to the extent that the judge
finds from the evidence that they are not true”).

13. Al-Gorani was subsequently featured in an
exhibit at the Park Avenue Armory museum put on
by the performance artist Laurie Anderson that
entailed his “telepresencing” by projecting a video
feed of him speaking onto a sculpture (Feld-
man 2018).

14. The extent to which racialization in the
western Sahara was impacted by the Atlantic slave
trade in earlier centuries is an altogether different
question that requires its own investigation
(Marsh 2018, 48).

15. All translations from Arabic in this essay
are mine.

16. In 2006 a Bahraini survivor of GTMO, ʿ�Adil
K�amil, penned a forty-two-page account of his expe-
riences. The book circulated online as a PDF file.
(K�amil, ʿ�Adil. 2006. Mudhakkir�at ʿ �Adil K�amil—al-
Baḥrayn�ı—al-ʿ�aʾid min Ghuw�antan�am�u [Memoirs of
‘Adil Kamil, the Bahraini Returnee from
Guant�anamo]).

17. This image is taken from a video Ould
Slahi recorded for the ACLU soon after returning
home from GTMO. In it, he expressed forgiveness
to all those who wronged him in his captivity and
hoped that “the good American people will realize
that holding innocent people in prison is not the
way to go.” ACLU, “First Video of Author Moha-
medou Slahi after Release from Gitmo,” YouTube
video, October 28, 2016, accessed October 26, 2021,
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=R_KkkwlLBWY.

18. The Baluch people live primarily in terri-
tory presently controlled by Pakistan and Iran
and overlapping slightly with Afghanistan. The
coastal areas of Baluchistan include considerable
Afro-descended populations due to the region’s
long-standing ties with East Africa, including the
importation of enslaved persons.

19. The semantic association of Arabness and
Blackness is not unique to Afghanistan. In con-
temporary Turkey, for example, the derogatory
terms siyah (black, the color) and zenci (black-
skinned) are also used interchangeably with arap
(Arab) (Willoughby 2021).

20. Al Jazeera, “Wal�ıd Muḥamad Ḥ�ajj: madh-
baḥat qalʿat j�angh�ı” [Walid Muhammad al-Hajj:
Slaughter of Qala‘-i-Jangi] (part 4), Sh�ahid ʿal�a al-
ʿaṣr, aired November 16, 2010.
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